From: Ropes, Terry (TROPES)
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2001 12:34 PM
To: Steinke, Jed (CSTEINKE); Smith, Rodney D (RDSMITH); Estrada, Arthur
(AESTRADA); Murphy, Elijah (EMURPHY); Garcia, Vincent (VCARCI); Davis, Kirk (KGDAVIS); Abraham, Anthony (AABRAHAM)
Subject: Exercise Scenario

In defense of my last unit, NORAD.
For POSITIVE FORCE/RSOI in Apr 01, the NORAD exercise developer was wanted
an event having a terrorist group hijack a commercial airline(foreign carrier) and fly it into the Pentagon. PACOM didn't want it because it would take attention away from their exercise objectives, and Joint Staff action officers rejected it as too unrealistic.

terry